Greg N. Frederickson explains the mathematical techniques − many involving tessellations, or tilings − used to create some extraordinary dissections. The techniques are all elementary, though some are very cunning. Triangles, squares, crosses, and other polyhedra and many−pointed stars are ingeniously disassembled and reassembled until the reader's mind whirls.
The illustrations are beautiful and plentiful, and I would imagine that this book would make an excellent source for craftsmen, makers of children's toys and puzzle setters. The field has been dominated by amateurs, and quite a few of the enthusiasts whose potted biographies are interspersed in the text were also keen carpenters and made up working models of their dissections. Henry Perigal, subject of "On the dissecting table" from issue 16 of Plus, was one of their number.
Handy readers may be tempted by this delightful book to follow in their footsteps, and even the less practically minded will find their feeling for plane geometry enhanced.
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